Professor Jaynes Announces Practice Teaching List For Semester

The seniors' practice teaching schedule for the fall semester has been announced by Professor John M. Jaynes, chairman of the education department. The students will be assigned to various classes in the high schools in the area, according to the present schedule. The rest of the schedule will be published in the News as it is completed. The following are some of the assignments:

- Florence Davis, general mathematics, 128
- John Kennedy, history B, 224
- Anna Williams, French 3, 129
- John Kennedy, history C, 224

College News

Reconstruction Of Hawley Auditorium

Heart Of Whole Building Program

President Dr. Brumbaugh declared, "The library is a reflection upon New York state facilities are too small to accommodate the student body.

Because of insufficient space, volume, and number of buildings, it fails to meet the requirements from the standpoint of the College of Teachers' Colleges. The library has failed to attain the minimum standard drawn up by the New York State college, including the reading and periodical room, recreation room, and study space for 3,000 students. The library must be enlarged and enlarged.

The requirements of the association of the New York state universities in composition with the library have been met. A new library, has floor space of 3,000 square feet and a study space of 4,000 square feet. It also has work space for 24,000 volumes.

The present library is in a poor condition, as there is one room only, and there are 1,250 square feet. State funds have been allotted 1,000 dollars of the 100,000 dollars of the total budget, which has been turned over to the college's administration.

Because of inadequate facilities, the college administration has been furnished with a report on the library. A new library, which has been refused on several occasions, the college administration has been asked to submit the plans for the library.
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NEW WORDS MEAN NEW LIBRARY

Whether the library will continue in its present form or will occupy the space provided in the new auditorium to be built is doubtful. The present building was designed to be a temporary one only and was only to be occupied for five years. The chief cause for doubt is the minimum amount of space that would be available in the auditorium. 

In the new building, the library would have a total of 2,500 square feet of floor space, which is only one-third of the present space. This is a great reduction in space and it is questionable whether the library could operate efficiently in such a space.

STUDENT FEDERATION HELPS

The student body of the State Normal School is suffering from a lack of money, according to a letter from Walter Kotschnig, secretary of the International Student Federation, to the editor. The students are facing a crisis and lack of funds is the main problem.

The students are facing several difficulties, including the cost of books and supplies. The lack of funds is making it difficult for the students to continue their studies.

The student federation is trying to help by raising funds through various events and activities. They are hoping to raise enough money to alleviate some of the problems faced by the students.
Greeks Will Rush at House Parties

14 Sororities Will Entertain Freshmen Prospects

Sorority rush parties will be conducted next week, according to Jeanette Harrison, 38, president of Inter-sorority council. Freshmen prospective candidates will rush these parties during this week, according to the regulations of Inter-sorority council. Each house party was drawn by lot by members of Inter-sorority council some time ago so that there will be no repetition of these parties. Rush invitations will be sent to the invited between house-mates, offering each girl invited five dates, from which she may accept no more than four, including the rush party, from each sorority. Rush party invitations should be given preference over any other dates, according to the rush rules of Inter-sorority council. Answers to rush invitations should be sent in the eastern mail box Monday morning, February 17.

Boston Sends Debate Challenge To Women

A debate challenge was announced today by the Woman's Debating Union. The challenge is to be presented by a learning from the Alpha Omega and Beta Iota. Monday, February 17, juniors vs. sophomores, Wednesday, February 19, seniors vs. juniors, Thursday, Phi Phi, Phi Lambda, Alpha Chi, Alpha Rho, and Kappa Iota, Thursday, February 21, juniors vs. sophomores, Friday, February 22, seniors vs. juniors.

Each house invited five dates, from which she may accept no more than four, according to the rush party regulations of Inter-sorority council.

Rush period will close Wednesday, February 17, juniors vs. sophomores; February 19, seniors vs. juniors, Thursday; Phi Phi, Phi Lambda, Alpha Chi, Alpha Rho, and Kappa Iota, Thursday, February 21, juniors vs. sophomores, Friday, February 22, seniors vs. juniors. The question of the debate will be presented by a learning from the Alpha Omega and Beta Iota. Monday, February 17.

Several representative deputations will be formed if the movement inaugurated recently by Anne Williams, '30, and Eva Dowers, '31, is successful. If enough interest is shown in this project it is possible that an official skating team will be organized as one of the winter sports activities of the college Inter-sorority council, according to Miss Dowers.

Miss Wheeling Revises Illustrative Pamphlet

Miss Katherine R. Wheeling, professor of English, is revising a pamphlet of illustrative material for teaching literature to high school seniors. The first issue was published in 1921. Miss Wheeling said. The second issue of the pamphlet will be published about fifteen times, Miss Wheeling said. The second issue of the pamphlet will be published about fifteen times.

Bessie Levine, '32: The selection of the winners by the entire faculty would necessitate acquaintance with the work of all the men of the student body. I would recommend a committee composed of several representative deputations.

Andrew Fritz, '32: The entire faculty cannot do the work of selecting. Each faculty member will necessarily have a bias in his own work. I would recommend a committee composed of several representatives.

Ruth Miller, '31: I believe only the faculty can meet the majority of students. I would recommend a committee composed of several representatives.

Netta Miller, '31: I believe only the faculty can meet the majority of students. I would recommend a committee composed of several representatives.

Lunch With Us

At Van Dyk's New Lunchenett

SERVING

Home Made

Salad Bar

Cass and a Most Delicious Cup of Coffee

Van Dyk Tea Store

65 Central Ave.

Just Below Robin Street
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MEN'S BASKETBALL

Between Classes

To be Wednesday

The second game of the men's in- ter-sorority basketball tournament will be played between the seniors and the juniors. The game will be played at 4:15 p.m. in the gymnasium of Hanley hall, according to John P. Kennedy, 24.

College Skating Team May Be Formed Soon

A college skating team may be formed if the movement inaugurated recently by Anne Williams, '30, and Eva Dowers, '31, is successful. If enough interest is shown in this project it is possible that an official skating team will be organized as one of the winter sports activities of the college Inter-sorority council, according to Miss Dowers.
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Miss Katherine R. Wheeling, professor of English, is revising a pamphlet of illustrative material for teaching literature to high school seniors. The revised issue of the pamphlet will be published about fifteen times, Miss Wheeling said.
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Plllilp* Hah Hnnn, California, College; Genevieve Cole, '29, and William '29, Comstevk, Albany Law School; Klaud and Sid Dwarsky, Schenectady; Maiy Morris, Sacrament University; Gladys Hates, WilflMl, '32, and Barton Troy; Maytr'a Schad, '30, and David Sneidcr, Albany '30, and Thorley DuRuse, '33; Margaret Hilton, '32, and Arlton Bush, '33; Frieda Ellsworth, MrGill wrievitv; ICIv» Nealoii, Arthur Levison, Albany Law State College; Mae Gloeckner, '30, and Dennis Filzmaurice, Ford-Dorgan, '32, and John J. Noonan, R. P. I. D., Washington, D. C; Anne Moore, '30, and Adams Center; Rosemary Harvey, '32, and Uriel ly, '32, and Samuel K. Cohen, New Cornish, '30, and Willard Harris, Schenectady; Cornelia Van Kleeck, 30, and Alice Barber, '30, and Raymond Haignt, William Taylor, Ardsley; Frances h. Peck, State college. v.,,.,. and Margarethe Schrocder and Mel­

The following contest with Cooper Business, with only a two-day interval, and the team did not seem to have fully recovered from the Chabot game. Clark was in the line-up but he was handled by his enemy and had trouble in holding his man.

The whole cavity defense crum­

luded suddenly. The visiting team's forwards got away from their men to score frequently. Captain Whiston was high scorer of the game, tallying 15 points. He did this, it was supposed, to offset the failure of the State free throwers and to give his team a chance to go through.

At 4:41, in the pre-prom style gossip, an essential factor in every athletic work of the men. They will have

Substitutions will be made offsetting the work of the men. They will have

In my opinion, the constant chang­

ning of the line-up after a few minutes is more successful with the twain­

mank of the men. They will have just begun to work together when substitutions will be made offsets this advantage and makes it very hard to be made.

Substitutions are not allowed during the same but, they must be used with care and discretion. It is advisable for our line-up to stick to 2 men.

Tickets to sell

G.A.A. Comedy Tryouts To Be Next Saturday

Try-outs for places in the cast of the Girls' Athletic association's vaude­

ville presentation will take place Saturday, February 8, in the auditorium of Page hall, according to Ruth Hughes, '31, who is in charge. Candidates are advised to prepare for dancing and singing, for the try­

outs will be judged on these points only. Mrs. Hughes and Fredwra will be allowed to try for leading parts in the announcement.

The vaudeville will be presented on Friday night, March 28, in the auditorium of Page hall. Miss Hughes will write the production.

"Dependable Flowers"

We Telegraph Flowers to all Parts of the World
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DRUGS

At The

College Pharmacy

"Dependable Flowers"

We Telegraph Flowers to all Parts of the World

Steuben Street CORNING Telephone 4-3779

COLLEGE CANDY SHOP

263 Central Avenue (near Robin) Homemade Fie and Cake
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ALBANY HARDWARE & IRON CO.

Printing of All Kinds

Students and Groups at the State College for Teachers will be given special attention.

WINNER IS WITH US

For Men and Women

MILLS ART PRESS

For Little Brother and Sister

Painters of State College News

For Mother

4-2207

For Father and Big Brother

4-390-396 Broadway

Sporting Goods—receive your approval.
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Six big reasons why the juniors should have a good time tonight. From left to right these chairmen for prom are: Alice A. Bennett, general arrangements; Marion Gilbert, flowers; Louise de Givem, invitations; Winfred E. Heil, invitations for tea dance; Dorothy C. Huss, arrangements for faculty; and Beatrice Van Steenderen, distribution of bids.
He missed! and State college fans blamed the photographer's flash as Erwin Clarke, clumsy center of the varsity lost a ranger in the recent game which the Purple and Gold dropped to Cooper Union by the score of 40 to 31. From left to right are Clarke, Shangnessy, C-U; Don Shaughnessy, C-U; Lavigne, State; Binardi, C-U; Ryan, C-U.

And in this corner, we have June H. Seabury, 32, putting the new "Goliath" cap. She has not announced whether she will put on it at soon rallies.

Between scenes, Andrea M. Sullivan, 32, upper extreme left, tells Margaret J. Hilton, 32, that she doesn't really mean the harsh things she says during the play. Above, Ruth Breeze and Julia A. Fitch, sophomores, practice hard to get a villainous scowl during their sword action. They all had roles in "The Romancers," presented recently by the elementary dramatic classes.

They wouldn't tell the News' photographer where they were going, but they're not about to start. Left to right, are Ethel M. Grant below, 30; Ethel M. Smith, and Josephine J. Barrett, juniors.
A new gymnasium deserves new methods of instruction, or so it would appear from the antics of these five members of a gymnasium class. Believe it or not, they're practicing balancing. Left to right, they are: Edith Ketcham, '33, Jeannette Harrison, '30, Marion Feinberg, '21, Ruth M. Isherwood, '22, and Bertha Nathan, '30.

Brrrr! It's quite cold for such a costume, but one can't keep Esther A. Wheelwright, '30, out of it. She will teach swimming this summer at Camp Mevorah, National Girl Scout training camp, Briarcliff, N.Y. Watch out for the splash!

Dorothy Brimmer, '30, left, has until March 28 to prepare sets for the Girls Athletic association vaudeville show, which will be presented this year in the auditorium of Page hall instead of the annual musical comedy.

And they said they weren't sure they couldn't attend classes during a recent epidemic of influenza at College House when the cases were quarantined for four days! To the right are seven of the invalids: Anthony J. Kulczycki, '31, and Walter Driscoll, '32, with Dorothy Brimmer, '31, in the role of nurse. Below and to the extreme right are: Earl A. Bloomfield, '32, and Albert R. Blake, '31, looking picturesque among the sick invalids way against the disease.

In the following scene, from left to right: Earl A. Bloomfield, '32, Edward Stewart, '33, Edward McLaughlin, and E. A. Ellis, participants: Walter J. Hendrickson, '32, Virgil, she Rene Rich, '33, and Dorothy B. Sullivan, '30.

"Are you going to serve Lorna Doone's or animal crackers?" these two actresses were probably asking the chairman of the refreshments committee as they looked over her shoulder at the menu. Left to right are Edith A. Hunt, '31, Isabel J. Peard, and Audrey C. Sullivan, sophomores. Miss Hunt and Miss Sullivan played the fond fathers in "The Romancers," and Miss Peard served tea between acts.
The five girls found time to smile for the camera in the midst of their frolicking at the recent masquerade of the Young Women's Christian association. Among the guests were Margaret Prince, in the person of Margaret C. Service, '32, who took credit for the best costume. Next to her is Edythe E. Cairns, '31, who did her best to color up things at the party. Miss Cairns is a member of the Campus commission.

The two little Irish girls, or they may be Irish lassies, are Mary C. Haynes, '30, who edited the student directory, and Mary E. Cooksey, '32, one of the college's girls to State college. The southern belle at the extreme right, with the long tresses and pretty features, is Louise S. Dobson, '30, who is vice-president of the Dramatics and art council.

Up in the attic of the college, on the basketball court, the players and the members of the varsity pictured on the left. They are in the season that has seen two games and lost three, all hard fought. They beat New Jersey State teachers college by 48 to 34, and defeated Maxwell Training school by 31 to 23. The men went into a slump after the Christmas holidays and lost three games within eight days to Jamaica Teachers college. Captain Winston, and best of the rest of the group, are playing their last season for State, beside Leo Allan, who does not appear in the picture. Raymond Collins, on the lower left hand corner, will probably be out of the game for the rest of the year with a broken ankle, suffered in a practice session at the beginning of the season.